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Expression™ 44 Twin LaminatorExpression™ 44 Twin Laminator
EquipmentWide Format

The EXP 44 Twin wide format laminator is a dual purpose, operator-friendly laminator. It is designed for low-temper-
ature laminating, making it ideal for delicate inkjet media. It has the ability to laminate, encapsulate and mount on 
the top rollers and mount using the bottom two rollers without re-webbing the machine. The EXP 44 Twin includes 
both standard and safety features, making this laminator the perfect choice for print-for-pay shops.

Versatile
❏  Two sets of rollers, dual heated rollers on the top and 

top heated roller on the bottom.
❏  Laminate, Encapsulate, or Mount on top rollers. 
❏  Mount on bottom rollers without re-webbing the 

machine.

Operator-Friendly
❏  Casters allow storage of machine when not in use.
❏  Foot control for hands-free operation.
❏  Swing-out mandrels for roll changes.
❏  Digital touch screen is simple and easy to use. 
❏  Front and rear exit trays for aid when mounting and 

laminating using pouch boards and/or pre-coated 
mounting boards.

Functional
❏  All four rollers are 5 1/2” in diameter, enhancing the 

efficiency of the machine. 

Easy Maintenance
❏  High release silicone rollers allow easy cleaning and 

maintenance.

Safety Features
❏  A photoelectric eye stops the machine when a foreign 

object is detected.
❏  Emergency stop buttons for manual shut-off in case of 

an emergency.

Other Features
❏  Vacuum feed table for holding media in place before 

entering the laminator, reducing operator error.
❏  No air requirements.
❏  Made in the U.S.A.

Emergency Stops

Speed Dial

LCD Panel

Heated Silicone Rollers
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Foot Switch

EXP 44 Twin Laminator Specifications Sheet 

Technical Specifications

Working Width: 43”

Laminator Width: 62”

Height:: 53”

Depth: 43”

Net Weight: 850 lbs.

Shipping Weight:

Speed: Bottom Roller  -  1 fpm

Maximum Temperature: 230o F

Maximum Aperture: 1/4”

Roller Diameter: 5 1/2”
Air:Air: N/A

Electrical: 220V single phase  30 amps w/neutral

Available Options

>> Foot Switch
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Hard Coat Gloss (HCG) 2 & 5 mil 
Cleaning & Care 

Pressure Sensitive Hard Coated Polyester UV Gloss 2 & 5 mil pressure sensitive overlaminates (HCG) 
offer dry erase and anti-graffiti properties when used according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.  Dry 
erase and anti-graffiti properties are contingent upon film surfaces that have not suffered abuse or damage 
beyond normal wear and tear. 

HCG Dry Erase Recommendations 

D&K recommends that users adhere to the following guidelines in order to extend product life and prevent 
staining and other damage to HCG films when using as a dry erase surface: 

- For optimal performance, clean HCG surfaces once per week 
- Thoroughly erase marks on HCG surfaces using a dry erase board eraser made from a soft material.  

Chalkboard erasers are not recommended, as they may be too abrasive. 
- Use a dry erase board eraser to remove all marks prior to cleaning with a spray cleaner. 
- Do not spray cleaners directly onto HCG surfaces.  Spray onto a paper towel and then use to clean the 

surface. 
- Only use EXPO® White Board Cleaner, which is a spray cleaner specifically designed for dry erase 

surfaces, or clean with soap and water. 
- “Ghosting” is caused by excess marker buildup that remains on HCG surfaces after erasing.  This can 

frequently be removed by using a dry erase spray cleaner. 
- Staining is a permanent condition that occurs when marker pigments are trapped on HCG surfaces.  This 

is typically the result of surface damage caused by deep scratches/abrasions or from harsh chemicals that 
have damaged the hard coat layer.  Follow the above recommendations to prevent staining from 
occurring. 

HCG Graffiti Cleaning Recommendations

Most types of graffiti including paint and markers can be removed from HCG surfaces with the proper 
cleaning tools.  D&K recommends that users adhere to the following guidelines in order to extend product 
life and prevent film damage during cleaning: 

- Remove as much surface dirt and graffiti as possible from the HCG surface using a lint-free cloth and a 
mixture of mild soap and water.   

- Apply Isopropyl Alcohol to a lint-free cloth.  Do not apply alcohol or other cleaners directly onto HCG 
surfaces.  Gently but firmly rub the cloth over the graffiti in a circular motion to remove.  If the graffiti 
cannot be removed with Isopropyl Alcohol, use a lacquer thinner instead.  

- When the graffiti has been removed, wipe down the HCG surface with a mixture of mild soap and water. 

The above information is presented for reference and illustration of general product characteristics only, and does not reflect the total product offering.  The 
information is provided as a guide and does not constitute a representation or warranty, expressed or implied, relating to the suitability or fitness for a particular 

application or otherwise create guarantees of product performance.  In all cases, customers should independently determine the suitability of D&K products for their 
specific application before use.  No employee or representative of D&K is authorized to offer any claims or warranties in addition or counter to this statement. 
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Protection Key SwitchProtection Key Switch

o Detachable, hand held slitter conveniently stores
    on machine

o Adjustable feed guide assures exact lamination.

o 1” mandrels standard.

o Safety shield for protection from heat shoes.

o Key switch prevents unauthorized use of laminator.

o Easy-to-use Forward/Reverse switch.

o Temperature control knob to increase and de-
    crease temperature.

o Round dial thermostat for precision lamination.

o 120V Minikote laminator accepts standard ho- 
     mopolymer and copolymer films in 1.5 and 3 mil.

o UL listed.

The Minikote EZ Laminator is easy to operate, contemporary in design and is perfect for classroom and office 
environments.  When your professional requirements demand a dependable, simple-to-operate laminator, the 
Minikote EZ will meet your needs.  Easily protect and preserve all your educational and professional documents 
including charts, posters, maps, newspaper clippings, teaching aids, children’s drawings and more.
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Minikote EZ Specifications Sheet 

Technical Specifications

Working Width: 27”

Laminator Width: 34”

Height: 15”

Depth(with feed tray): 20”

Net Weight: 66 lbs.

Shipping Weight: 73 lbs.

Speed: 5 fpm

Electrical Requirements: 120V AC 60Hz 1400w

Standard Core: 1”

Film Accommodation: 1.5 Mil & 3 Mil

(Max supply roll 1000’ @ 1.5 Mil)

Applications

>> Rules, Regulations & Procedures >> Blueprints >> Corporate Records

>> Attendance, Payroll, Records, Etc. >> Labels >> Photographs

>> Licenses & Certificates >> Awards >> Flash Cards

>> Schedules & Charts >> Diplomas >> X-rays

>> Magazines/ Newspaper Articles >> Place mats >> Manuals

>> Legal Documents >> Book Jackets >> Library Cards

>> Student/Employee Lists >> Reports >> Transparencies

>> Display Signs >> Contracts ... and much more!
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MinikoteMinikote
EquipmentDesktop/School

The Two-Sided Minikote Laminator is easy to operate, contemporary in design and is perfect for classroom and 
office environments. When your professional requirements demand a dependable, simple to operate laminator, 
the Two-Sided Minikote will meet your needs. Easily protect and preserve all your educational and professional 
documents including charts, posters, maps, newspaper clippings, teaching aids, children’s drawings and more.

o User preset saves speed and temperature set-
      tings defined by the user.

o Factory presets set a speed & temperature that
is optimal for both 1.5 mil homopolymer and
copolymer films.

o Usage counter with reset easily tracks laminating
  film usage.

o Convenient hand held slitter with storage on
 machine. 

o Adjustable feed guide assures exact lamination.

o 1” mandrels standard (2 15/16” kit optional).

o Safety shield for protection from heat shoes.

o Key switch prevents unauthorized use of laminator.

o Stop/Reverse button to reverse machine.

o Digital display with temperature, speed and usage
 counter readout.

o Temperature controls increase and decrease the
 temperature in one degree increments.

o Accepts standard homopolymer and copolymer
films in 1.5 and 3 mil.

o UL listed.

Safety Shield Key Switch Prevents 
Unauthorized Users

Touch Pad Controls Tension Control
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Minikote Specifications Sheet 

Technical Specifications

Working Width: 27”

Laminator Width: 34”

Height: 15”

Depth(with feed tray): 20”

Net Weight: 66 lbs.

Shipping Weight: 73 lbs.

Speed: 0 -9.5 fpm

Electrical Requirements: 120V AC 60Hz 1400w

Standard Core: 1”

Film Accommodation: 1.5 Mil & 3 Mil

(Max supply roll 1000’ @ 1.5 Mil)

Available Options

Foot Switch 

Slitter Kit

Applications

>> Rules, Regulations & Procedures >> Blueprints >> Corporate Records

>> Attendance, Payroll, Records, Etc. >> Labels >> Photographs

>> Licenses & Certificates >> Awards >> Flash Cards

>> Schedules & Charts >> Diplomas >> X-rays

>> Magazines/ Newspaper Articles >> Place mats >> Manuals

>> Legal Documents >> Book Jackets >> Library Cards

>> Student/Employee Lists >> Reports >> Transparencies

>> Display Signs >> Contracts ... and much more!
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Laminating Film & Equipment 

1795 Commerce Drive | Elk Grove Village, IL, 60007 | Toll Free 800.632.2314 | Fax 847.956.8214 

Care and Cleaning Guide for Pressure 
Sensitive Vinyl Laminating Films 

D&K Group’s Pressure Sensitive Vinyl laminating films will provide years of service with the proper care 
and maintenance.  Pressure Sensitive Vinyl laminates, including SUB, GUV, LUB, etc. products, should be 
carefully cleaned only with soap and water.  These products feature a vinyl film base that can be adversely 
affected by harsh chemical cleaners, especially solutions containing ammonia.   

For optimal performance, clean vinyl laminate surfaces frequently before excessive dirt/particulate buildup 
occurs.  The product’s location and environment will dictate the appropriate cleaning frequency.   

When cleaning, use a soft, lint-free cloth.  Fill a spray bottle with a solution containing water and a small 
amount of liquid soap.   

If you have any questions regarding the proper care and maintenance of D&K laminating films, contact 
customer service at 800-632-2314. 
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Superkote 42 IndustrialSuperkote 42 Industrial
EquipmentSchool/Desktop

The SuperKote Laminator is versatile, operator-friendly and safe.  This industrial machine accepts a broad range 
of laminating films – from 1.5 mil to 10 mil. Designed to handle today’s oversized graphics, yet just the right size 
for all professional, everyday applications.  The SuperKote Industrial Laminator is a heavy-duty, industrial strength 
machine capable of accepting board stock up to ½“ in thickness.  It is ideal for quick print shops, graphic houses 
and service bureaus and features a pressure sensitive waste rewind.

Key Features:
❏ Accommodates substrates up to 1/2” thick.

❏  In-Line slitter- allows document trimming during 
lamination.

❏  Variable roller pressure accommodates a wide 
range of different film stocks.

❏ Spring-loaded adjustable pressure on laminat-
ing and pull rollers.

❏  Adjustable tension to assure controlled, 
smooth, even lamination.

❏  Independent upper & lower electronic tempera-
ture control with digital LED display.

❏  “Ready”, “Wait” lights - “Ready” indicates when 
the laminator has reached pre-set tempera-
ture.

❏  Heavy-duty 2” top-grade silicone rubber rollers.

❏  Heavy-duty chain & sprocket drive.

❏  Teflon Heat Shoe designed for easy cleaning 
and scratch-free lamination.

❏  Forward/Reverse Variable Speed (0-15 FPM)

❏  Waste rewind feature allows single side lamina-
tion of pressure sensitive films.

❏ Made in the U.S.A.

K

Independent upper & lower
temperature control

Heavy-duty variable speed motor

Adjustable tension controls High capacity forced air cooling 
fans enhance lamination quality
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Available Options

Foot switch - Provides hands free operation for guiding materials during lamination.

Footage Counter - Used to track laminating film usage.

Superkote 42 Industrial Specifications Sheet 

Technical Specifications

Working Width: 41”

Laminator Width: 51”

Height: 20”

Depth (with feed tray): 24”

Net Weight: 280 lbs.

Shipping Weight: 330 lbs.

Speed: 0-15 fpm

Maximum Temperature: 300o F

Maximum Aperture: 1/2”

Roller Diameter: 2 1/4” (3” core adapter kit available)

Air Requirements: N/A

Electrical Requirements: 220 - 240 V
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This Document does not constitute a guarantee of function or suitability of this 3rd Party device 

Product Validation Report PSG103102E  

Product:   D & K ---- SuperStick™ Film

Product Description: 
Single side thermal laminating film that is applied 
using a single side laminating machine 

Components:            Nylon / Ethylene copolymer         
Operating Temperature: 235 – 275 F 

Executive Summary: 
The D&K SuperStick™ Film was tested and has been validated for use on the following Xerox printers: 
DocuColor 2060/2040/6060, DC 12 and Igen3. Output from additional printers is in the process of being tested. 
Contact Bob Cieslak for the most up-to-date status. The testing was limited to SuperStick™ Nylon, Standard and 
Lit. A wide assortment of applications was used for testing, predominantly dark colors and high coverage. 
Product Strengths: 
- The SuperStick™ film had a wide operating window, 235 – 275 F. 
- Excellent adhesion to all paper stocks tested. 
- Exceptionally easy to apply, low static, minimal tension requirements. 
- Excellent overall appearance, very smooth and clear. 
Product Weaknesses: 
- There were no apparent product weaknesses observed during testing. 
Test Results: 
- The SuperStick™ film was applied to a variety of Xerox papers using a number of different laminating machines. 

The temperature was recorded at the contact area between the pressure and heat rolls using temperature sensitive 
tape adhered directly to media to be laminated. A standard test pattern was used to perform pull testing; this was 
done with a variety of Xerox papers. In most cases a minimum of 40 in/oz was required to pull off the film, 
making it acceptable for most laminating applications including book covers. All the papers were used as book 
covers to ensure that good adhesion is maintained while binding and trimming. Part of the testing involved 
production quantities being laminated and used as book covers.  

Productivity: 
- During testing, digital output was successfully laminated at speeds up to 25 fpm. 
- Approximately 17 - 11X17 sheets per minute. The operating temperature at the heat roll needs to be maintained in 

the operating window to increase the speed. 

Tested By 
Bob Cieslak 
March 22, 2002 
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Cutter Laminator

Feeder
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Foot Print
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Foot Print
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Laminating Film & Equipment 
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Window Adhesive 
Removal Instructions 

D&K Optically Clear Removable window adhesives can be removed from glass surfaces simply by lifting a 
corner of the graphic with a fingernail or razor blade and peeling back at a 90 degree angle.  If any haze 
remains on the window surface, clean the glass as you normally would using a standard glass cleaning 
product. 

If a graphic has been applied to a window using a permanent adhesive, additional removal and cleaning 
steps will be required: 

-  If the graphic is oversized, carefully slice it into strips on the window using a razor blade.  This will  
allow you to remove smaller sections at a time. 

-  Place a razor blade flat against the glass and scrape underneath a corner of the graphic to  
remove from the window surface.  

- Once you have lifted a corner, attempt to peel back the graphic at a 90 degree angle with your  
hands.  If the adhesion is too strong, continue scraping and lifting sections with the razor blade. 

- When the graphic and mounting adhesive have been completely removed from the window, 
residual adhesive will likely remain behind.  Scrape off heavy adhesive areas using a razor blade 
placed flat against the glass.  Apply a small amount of adhesive remover such as paint thinner, nail 
polish remover, UnStik, etc. to a lint-free cloth and clean the glass using circular motions.  You may 
need to wipe off excess adhesive or solvent with another cloth as you work. 

- Finish cleaning the window as you normally would with a glass cleaning product such as Windex. 

If you have any questions regarding removal of optically clear adhesives from glass, contact customer 
service at 800-632-2314. 
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